Maine Health Exchange Advisory Committee
Joint Order, H.P. 1136

Appointments by the President

Sen. Margaret M. Craven  Senate Chair, Member of the HHS Committee
Sen. Rodney L. Whittemore  Senate Member of the IFS Committee
Doug Gardner  Advocate for enrolling hard-to-reach populations
Elizabeth Neptune  Representing a federally-recognized Indian tribe
Kristine Ossenfort  Representing health insurance carriers
John Benoit  Representing insurance producers
Mitchell Stein  Representing navigators or entities likely to be navigators
John Costin  Representing individuals expected to purchase coverage through exchange

Appointments by the Speaker of the House

Rep. Sharon Anglin Treat  House Chair, House Member of the IFS Committee
Rep. Linda F. Sanborn  House Member of the AFA Committee
Rep. Michael D. McClellan  House Member of the IFS Committee
Bob Dawber  Employee of an employer expected to purchase coverage through exchange
Kevin Lewis  Representing health insurance carriers
Sara Gagne-Holmes  Representing Medicaid recipients
David Shipman  Representing an employer expected to purchase coverage through exchange
Christine Alibrandi  Representing dental insurance carriers
Laurie Kane-Lewis  Representing federally-qualified health centers
Gordon Smith  Representing health care providers

Executive Branch Participation Invited by President of Senate and Speaker of the House

Declined  Commissioner of Health and Human Services or designee
Declined  Superintendent of Insurance or designee

Staff: Colleen McCarthy Reid & Danielle Fox, Office of Policy and Legal Analysis